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Network Vision Statement
Jeb Puryear is an Assistant Professor and Endowed Professor of Gifted Education at the University of Montana. He has been a routinely active member in NAGC networks including the Conceptual Foundations Network. Since before NAGC 2019, Jeb has served as the interim-chair elect of the Conceptual Foundation network and has been involved with the chair regarding future visioning and planning of network activities and contributions to NAGC more broadly. This includes leading the selection of network sessions for NAGC 2020 once reviews were complete and contributions to the NAGC Insider newsletter. Jeb believes conceptual foundations permeate all aspects of our practice in gifted education. Thus, overall, his vision for the network is a proactive one that encourages thoughtful connections and collaborations with the other units of NAGC. Jeb is excited at possibilities for future growth the Conceptual Foundations Network and positioned to lead that charge.